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Hand Tool Set Deko Tools DKMT218, 218 pieces

Deko Tools DKMT218 tool set, 218 pieces.
Deko  Tools  brand  tool  set.  Contains  218  pieces  of  the  most  commonly  used  tools  for  most  industrial,  automotive,  mechanical  and
consumer applications. Thus, it eliminates the need to select and purchase separate equipment. You will find professional screwdrivers,
pliers, wrenches, sockets or bits - this is a carefully selected assortment, designed for serious mechanical work. The equipment will be
extremely durable due to its construction - the black electrophoretic coating, is resistant to corrosion, while meeting the relevant ANSI
quality standards.
 
Professional kit
The set has all the necessary tools you need in your home every day. It includes professional screwdrivers, pliers, wrenches, sockets or
bits.  Such  a  carefully  selected  assortment  of  tools  will  work  for  professionals  as  well  as  amateurs.  It  will  work  well  for  car  repairs,
furniture assembly or home DIY.
 
Exceptional workmanship
DEKO tool set offers the best value for money! The tools have been coated with a black electrophoretic coating - making them extremely
durable. Each tool is properly and carefully placed in a durable carrying case - ensuring safe transportation. What's more, all the tools
included in the kit meet the new ANSI standards and guarantee full satisfaction with use.
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Set includes
Measuring tape with ruler: 3m
5 combination wrenches :(10,12,13,14,15mm)
5 SAE wrenches(3/8",7/16",1/2",9/16",5/8")
2 Phillips screwdrivers:(PH2x100mm,SL6x100mm)
Bit holder: 6.35mm
Screwdriver sets: SL2.4,SL3.0;PH00,PH0
Pen and groove pliers: 8"
PVC insulation tape: 8m
Torpedo level: 9"
Wood screws set: 108pcs.
Pliers for installers: 6"
Long nose pliers: 6"
Saw: 6"
Multi-purpose knife: 18 mm
Adjustable wrench: 8"
Claw hammer: 8oz
Adapter for sockets: 60mm
9 hex wrenches: (1.5,2,2.5,3,4,5,6,8,10mm)
Quick release ratchet: 3/8"
Socket adapter: 3/8 "x 3"
Drive sockets: 3/8 "x 16mm
Drive sockets: 3/8 "x 1/4"
9 1/4" drive sockets: (5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13mm )
9 1/4" SAE drive sockets(3/16",7/32",1/4",9/32",5/16",11/32",3/8",7/16",1/2" )
6 3/8" metric sockets: (14,15,16,17,18,19)
6 3/8" SAE sockets (1/2",9/16",19/32",5/8",11/16",3/4" )
10 long screwdriver bits (SL4,SL5,SL6,PH0,PH1,PH2,PH3,T15,T20,AD)
29  screwdriver  bits:  (SL3,SL4,SL5,SL6,SL7;  PH0,PH1,PH2,PH2,PH2,PH2,PH3,PH3;PZ0,PZ1,PZ2,PZ2,PZ2,PZ3,PZ3;  10,T15,T20,T25,T30;
H3,H4,H5,H6;AD)
Brand
DEKO Tools
Model
DKMT218
Color
Gray
Number of tools
218

Preço:

€ 61.50

Ferramentas, Tool sets
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